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A group G is said to be complete if its center is 1 and all its 
automorphisms are inner automorphisms. The first examples of complete 
groups of odd order were given in 1974 independently by Dark [2] and 
Horosevskii [S]. Furthermore one can easily deduce from a paper by Bryant 
and Kovacs [ 1 ] that there are complete groups of order divisible only by a 
given set of primes if only this set contains more than one prime. Yet the 
proof of Bryant and Kovacs does not seem to indicate an adequate bound for 
the “size” of those groups. This note tries to give some information 
concerning this. More explicitly it is aimed at proving the following: 
THEOREM 1. The length of the chief series of a yinite) solvable, complete 
group of odd order is at least four. 
Also it will be shown that solvable, complete groups of odd order with 
chief series length 4 are extensions of a nilpotent p-group by a cyclic group 
of order q (where p and q are different primes) (see Theorem 2). 
Several examples (6,) 6,) groups of order (p + 1) pq for a Mersenne 
prime p = 24 - 1) show that Theorem 1 is false for groups of even order. A 
later article will trace an explicit construction of complete groups of odd 
order with chief series length four. Further results on complete groups are 
found in [3, 4 and 61. 
In order to prove Theorem 1 we need some preliminary lemmas, which are 
stated under somewhat more general hypotheses. The notation will be the 
usual one. All groups in this paper will be finite. 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a solvable group with a minimal normal subgroup N 
such that: 
(i) there is a complement H of N in G (i.e., G = HN, H r7 N = l), 
(ii) 2;(INl; 2dlZ(H)N/NI. 
Then G is not complete. 
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Proof N is abelian and since 24’Nl, r: N + N: n + n-’ is a non-trivial 
automorphism of N. This automorphism r can be extended to an 
automorphism f of G by r‘: hn + hn- ‘(h E H, n E N). 1 iI = 2. Because of (ii) 
Z cannot be induced by conjugation with an element of G, hence is an outer 
automorphism and G is not complete. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a solvable group with a normal p-subgroup N (p an 
odd prime) satisfying: 
(i) there is a complement H of N in G (G = HN, H ~7 N = I), 
(ii) N’ < Z(N), exp(N’) =p, 
(iii) there is an isomorphism o: N/N’ + N’ such that for all g E G: 
(ngN’) u = ((nN’) a)g, 
(3 ~8 I Z(H) N/N/. 
Then G is not complete. 
Proof: We define CJX G -+ G: hn + hn(nN’) u (h E H, n E N). One checks 
easily that CJI is an automorphism of G and, as for n E N\N’, mp # n, ~1 is 
non-trivial. (hn) c$’ = hn(nN’)P = hn (due to (ii)), hence 1~1 =p. From (iv) 
and na, # n for n E N\N’ it follows that q is not an inner automorphism of 
G. Thus G is not complete. 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a solvable group of odd order, N a normal p- 
subgroup of G (p a prime) such that: 
(i) there is a complement HofNin G:G=HN, HnN= 1, 
(ii) G/N is cyclic, 
(iii) N’ < Z(N) and N/N’ is a minimal normal subgroup of G/N’, 
(iv) there is no isomorphism a: N/N’ + K, where K is a minimal 
normal subgroup of G contained in N’, such that o commutes with 
conjugation by elements of G. 
Then G possesses a unique automorphism of order 2 inducing the identity 
mapping on G/N and on N’ and inversion on N/N’. 
Proof Let H = (h); G = (h, N). Then N = (n, nh,..., nhrml) for some 
n E N\N’, where t denotes the rank of N/N’, nh’ = nao(nh)ol ... (nhrm’)atml c 
for appropriate C4”i E Z,, c E N’. Any element kN’ E N/N’ has a unique 
description in terms of the nhi: kN’ = n40(nh)41 a.. (nhrml)‘t-l N’vi E Z,,). AS 
2[(Nl we obtain a unique “symmetric” notation kN’ = (nhrm’)yfml ... 
(nh)yl nyo(nh)yl . . . (nhfml)Yf-l N’, where yi = pi/2 for i > 0, y,, = PO. We note 
that this description is sort of invariant towards inversion: 
k-IN’= (nh’-‘)-y,-l 1.. n-Yo . . . (nh’-‘)-y<-lN’. 
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Let o be a mapping N+ N defined on the generators nhi and extended 
homomorphically: ny, : = n-iv; (nh’) v, : = (nrp)“‘, where u EN’ is to be 
determined later. The mapping o will be a homomorphism, if only the 
following holds: 
(n-‘Q = (y)” L (nh’) p z.r (n(p)“” . . . (qy% -’ (cp). (+I 
We now try to find u E N’ such that this equation becomes true. Let 
pi:=42 for i>O,p,,:=cr,. Then 
(+>- (n-‘v)‘L (n-‘U)‘+‘+l . . . (n-‘u)@~ 
on ph’Uh’= (&+‘)-,,m, ... @h”)-u,m, 
x v=o . . . (+I)*‘-’ d 
hr eu Eva0 . . . (+I)~‘- ’ d*. 
If d = 1, put u : = 1. Otherwise let D : = (d, dh,..., dh’) be a minimal normal 
subgroup of G. From condition (iv) we learn that dh’ # d”o ... (dh’m’)of-l. 
Hence the application 6: D+ D: z + z~‘(z~‘-‘)-~,-~ ... zpao (z E D) is an 
automorphism and so there is u EN’ such that u~‘(u~‘~‘))~~~I ... u-~(‘= d* 
and (t) is fulfilled. 
Thus a, is indeed a homomorphism. Let k E ker((o). Then (kN’) cp = 
k-IN’ = N’, hence k E N’. But obviously a, acts trivially on N’, so k = 1 
and v, is an isomorphism. By (hn) @ : = h(no) for n E N o can be extended to 
an automorphism p of the whole of G and @ has the wanted properties. 
To show the uniqueness suppose v is another such automorphism. Then 
v 0 U, is an automorphism of G inducing the identity on H, N/N’ and N’. 
Hence for some nEN\N’ nv 0 @=nm with m E N’. If m # 1, 
A4 : = (m, mh,..., mhi+’ ) for some j E n\l would be a minimal normal subgroup 
of G contained in N’ and c (nhiN’) + mhi (continued homomorphically) 
would define an isomorphism N/N’ + M commuting with conjugation by h 
and this would contradict (iv). Hence m = 1 and 17 0 U, fixes N elementwise. 
Thus r] = @ We are now able to proceed to the 
Proof of Theorem 1. If G is nilpotent, it has a non-trivial center and thus 
is not complete. Therefore we may assume that G is a solvable, non-nilpotent 
group of odd order with chief series length at most three. 
If the length of a chief series of G is 2, G is of the form HN, 
N 4 G, H f? N = 1, N abelian and by Lemma 1 G is not complete. 
If the length of a chief series of G is 3, several cases may occur: 
(a) G has a minimal normal subgroup N such that (IG/NI, INI) = 1. 
Then N can be complemented in G and by Lemma 1 G is not complete. 
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(b) G has a minimal normal subgroup N, which is ap-group for some 
prime p, and a maximal normal subgroup A4 containing N such that 
jG/M( =p. Then p;(IM/NI and M=QN, QnN=l, G=N,(Q)N. Let 
B : = NG(Q) 1’7 N. Then B u G and, by the minimality of N, either B = 1 or 
B = N. 
- If B = N: N < NJQ) and Q 4 G. Q E M/N is abelian and Lemma 1 
applies: G is not complete. 
- If B = 1: N is abelian and can be complemented in G. Again by 
Lemma 1 we conclude that G is not complete. 
(c) G has a maximal normal subgroup N, which is a p-group for some 
primep, such that p,/’ ] G/N]. Then N has a complement H in G. If N is 
abelian, Lemma 1 shows that G is not complete. Otherwise N’ = Z(N) and 
N’ is a minimal normal subgroup of G. If there is an isomorphism 
CJ: N/N’ -t N’ such that for all g E G, II E N: (nN’) uR = (ngN’) (T, G is not 
complete by Lemma 2. If there is no such o, G is not complete by Lemma 3. 
This proves Theorem 1. 
The following lemma will enable us to get some information about the 
structure of a solvable, complete group of odd order with chief series length 
four. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a solvable group of odd order with a normal p- 
subgroup N (p a prime) satisfying: 
(i) N/N’ is a minimal normal subgrouup of G/N’, 
(ii) N’ is a minimal normal subgroup of G, 
(iii) for any normal subgroup F of G, F > N: p;( ) F/N 1, 
(iv) G/N has a chief series of length at most 2. Then G is not 
complete. 
ProoJ If G/N has a chief series of length 1 the result drops out of 
Theorem 1. So let G have chief series length 4 and let M > N be a maximal 
normal subgroup of G. Since p;((M/NI, N has a complement Q in 
M: M = QN, Q fY N = 1 and G = N,JQ) N(Q is a q-group for a prime q #p). 
First we show that there is a complement of N in. G: 
- If Q E Syl,(G) either Q = NM(Q) or G is not complete, for: 
Let B : = NM(Q) n N. In case B # 1, B < C,(Q) and for x E G\M, b E B: 
[b, x] E B. Hence BN’/N’ a G/N’. (i) then implicates: either BN’ = N or 
BN’=N’. Let C:=BnN’. Then C<G and by (ii) C= 1 or C=N’. 
If BN’=N: 
(a) C = N’: B = N and Q Q M; Q a G. Q then can be complemented 
in G and by Lemma 1 G is not complete. 
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(b) C = 1: G = NG(Q) N’ and NG(Q) f7 N’ = 1. N’ is abelian and by 
Lemma 1 G is not complete. 
If BN’=N’: either B = 1 or B = N’. In the latter case we 
obtain: N’ < C,(Q). For any P E Syl,(G) P > N’ and Z(P) f7 N’ > 1. For 
x E G\M, y E Z(P) f7 N’: [x, JJ] = 1 and hence y E Z(G) # 1. Therefore G is 
not complete. 
Let Y : = 1 G/M]. If (Y, p) = 1, N can be complemented in G (by a theorem of 
Zassenhaus). Otherwise the above shows that we may assume: 
NJQ) n N = 1. We now distinguish two cases: (A) G/N is not metacyclic, 
(B) G/N is metacyclic. 
(A) There is an element y E G such that G = (y, M) and yr = 1. (If 
Y;( ]M/N] this is clear from the above paragraph. If r = q: G’ < N and by the 
minimality of M/N in G/N IMINI = q and G would be metacyclic. Thus 
rf4.1 
Let K/N’ be a minimal normal subgroup of M/N’. C : = C,w(K/N’). By 
Schur’s lemma the endomorphism ring induced by M/C on K/N’ is a field 
and thus M/C is cyclic. If C = M: QN’ u G and we shall see later 
(Theorem 2, proof, (c)) that G then is not complete. Hence w.1.o.g. K < N. 
Define Ki : = KY’ for 0 < i < r - 1. The Ki form a direct product and N/N’ = 
K,/N’ @ ... @ K,-,/N’. Let I? < N be such that Kh <E for all h E Q and 
let K be minimal such that Z?N’ = K. Z?’ = K’. Let T: = C&/K’). T 4 Q 
and Q/T is abelian. Again we conclude: Q/T is cyclic, and, since Q is 
elementary abelian, T is a maximal subgroup of Q. Let (s) : = {Q\T) U {l}. 
En N’ = K’ and I?/K’ does not contain a Q-invariant subgroup. 
C,(K’) > T and either C&K’) = Q or CAK’) = T. 
The analogous facts are met for Ki = K,N’ (i < r - 1). 
- If C,(K’) = T, the K((0 < i < r - 1) form a direct product and 
N’=K;@ . . . @ K;-, and the Kf are minimal normal subgroups of M. 
- If C,(K’) = Q we get: N’ < Z(M) or K’ = 1. 
So we encounter three possibilities: 
(1) C&K’) < Q: N’ = K; @ ... OK;-, and the K; are minimal 
normal subgroups of M, 
(2) C&K’) = Q, K’ > 1 and N’ <Z(M), 
(3) C,(K’)=Q,K’= l,KnN’= 1. 
Consider E/K’. Either 
(a) there is an isomorphism u: E/K’ + K’ such that for all h E Q, 
kE I?: (kK’) ah = (khK’) u or 
(b) there is no such isomorphism. 
In both cases we try to construct an outer automorphism of G. 
(b) The assumption K’ < Z(M) would lead to the contradiction: 
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C = M. SO either K’ is a minimal normal subgroup of M or K’ = 1, and 
(s)E has all properties demanded in Lemma 3 (where G corresponds to 
(s)& N to E). Hence (s) E has an automorphism v, of order 2, fixing K’ and 
(s) elementwise and acting on E/K’ like inversion. For h E Q there is t E T, 
6 E N, such that h = ts’ and for kE E we get: (k~)~ = $9)‘“’ = (,@“) v, = 
(P) q~, hence ~1 commutes with conjugation by elements of Q. The mapping q 
can be extended to all of K: let k E K; then there is kE f, n E N’ with 
k=&; define ky,:=(&)n. Let ~~:=a, and ~)~:=r;‘ooor~ for i>O, 
where ti denotes conjugation by yi. With the help of the vi we now define an 
automorphism of order 2 of the whole of G: 
Let n E N. Then n = k,k, ... k,_ 1 ii for some ki E Ki, 6 E N’. 
Since N/N’=Ko/N’O...OKI_,/N’, r:N~N:k,...k,_,nj(k,~,)... 
(k,- I qrP ,) ti is an automorphism of N. It is easily checked that rl commutes 
with conjugation by y and by elements of Q. G = (y) QN and 
(y) QnN= 1. H ence 4: G + G: y”hn + y”h(ny) (h E Q) is an auto- 
morphism of G and (VI = 2. Thus G is not complete. 
(a) This case occurs only for possibility (1). Consider Qi?. The proof 
of Lemma 2 (applied to Qk-) shows that Qf has an automorphism ~0: hk+ - - 
hk(kK’) o (h E Q, &E K) of order p. We extend v, to K: for k E K there is 
kEK, nEN’ with k=i&; kq:=(iq)n. Define ~)~:=t,:‘oqor~ (ri 
denotes conjugation by y’, i > 0). Similarly to the above case we use the pi 
to construct an automorphism r of N: let n E N, n = k, . +. k,- ,6, ii E N’, 
ki E Ki ; nq : = (k,p,) .a. (k,_ I q,- ,) 3. This mapping q commutes with 
conjugation by y and by elements of Q. Hence ri: G+ G: 
y*hn + y”h(nrj)(h E Q) d e mes an automorphism of of G and 1 ql =p. q f 
cannot be an inner automorphism, as otherwise q would be induced by 
conjugation with an element g= hn, where h E T, n EN; whence 
h E C,(i?i/Ki) for 0 < i < r - 1, i.e., h = 1. Thus g = n and then n E Z(G). 
So either q = id, which is a contradiction, or Z(G) # 1. Hence G cannot be 
complete. 
(B) There is y E G\M with y’= 1. (This is clear, if r,jlM/NI. 
Otherwise r = q, yq = 1 or G/N is cyclic and either by Lemma 2 or by 
Lemma 3 G is not complete.) 
Let r, denote conjugation by g E G. Q = : (h). For t E N/N, or t E N’ 
and a polynomial g(h) = /?,, + /?, h + ea.+ Pjhj E L,[h] we define: tKch’ : = 
tythp . .. (th’)4j. We distinguish two cases: 
(1) N/N’ contains a proper minimal normal subgroup K/N’ of M/N’, 
(2) N/N’ is a minimal normal subgroup of M/N, 
(1) Define Ki : = KY’. Then N/N’ = K,/N’ @ ..a @ K,_ r/N’ and the 
K,/N’ are minimal normal subgroups of M/N’. K/N’ = (kN’,..., khjm’N’) for 
k E K\N’, j= rank(K/N’). kh’Nr = k”o ... (kh’-‘)uj-lN’. Let f,(h) : = 
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hj - (r. 
J--1 
d-1 - . . . -a,, fi(h) : =fo(hyi). The f,(h) are irreducible 
polynomials over Z,. Since y E NJQ), hY = hY for some y E N. f(h) : = 
f,(h) . . . f,- ,(h). Then y-‘f(h) y =f(h) and for all n E N: @f’h)N’ = N’. 
- If N’ is not a minimal normal subgroup of M, let V < N’ be a minimal 
normal subgroup of A4. Vi : = Vy’; N’ = V,, 0 ..+ 0 V,- , and for 
t : = rank(V), 1 # v E V we get: V= (u,..., uhf). There is an irreducible 
polynomial s,(h) over Z,, such that u ‘dh) = 1; s,(h) : =y+,(h)y, s(h) : = 
s,(h) ... s,-, (h) and for all m E N’, m s(h) = 1. Then either f(h) = s(h) and 
there is an isomorphism o: N/N’ --t N’ commuting with conjugation by y and 
by h and by Lemma 2 (if r =p: w.1.o.g. y does not centralize Q) G is not 
complete; or ,u: N’ + N’: m + Mach) is an automorphism. 
- If N’ is a minimal normal subgroup of A4, then ,u: N’ + N’: m + mfch) 
defines an automorphism of N’. 
(2) j : = rank(N/N’), N/N’ = (nN’,..., nh’-‘N’) for some n E N\N’. 
#N’ = lZao . . . (nhjm’)“j-lN’;f(h) : = hj - ajp,hjp’ - . ..- (ro. 
- If N’ is not a minimal normal subgroup of M, ,u: N’ + N’: m + d@’ is 
an automorphism. 
- If N’ is a minimal normal subgroup of M, either ,D: N’ + N’: m + mfch) 
is an automorphism of N’ or hY = hP’ for some i E n\l,. In the latter case we 
find: 
For i # 0 there are fi E N\N’ and 1 # e E N’ such that $N’ = 5N’ and 
e’ = e. Then N’ = (e, eh,..., ehim’) and cx N/N’ + N’: rihCN’ + ehC can be 
continued homomorphically to an isomorphism, which commutes with rh 
and t). ; y does not centralize h and Lemma 2 shows that G is not complete. 
For i = 0, y centralizes Q and (y) Q is cyclic. Either G is not complete by 
Lemma 2 or Lemma 3 or there is an isomorphism 0: N/N’ + N’ that 
commutes with rY and rh and r = p, / 01 = p. The supposition “G complete” 
then leads to: rp: G + G: y”hbt + yahbt(tN’) u (t E N, a, b E No) must satisfy: 
v, = r,, for some a # 0 and y centralizes N’. Let m : = (nN’) o; ij: N/N’ + N’: 
,,,hcN’ 
--t mhc+‘, continued homomorphically, is an isomorphism that 
commutes with rh and r, and thus can be used to construct an automorphism 
7 of G by: (y”hbt) 11 : =y”hbt(tN’) rf (t E N) and 1111 =p. If q was an inner 
automorphism, it must be a power of v, and hence mh = m’ for some z E N. 
Thus rank(N’) = 1 and N would be abelian, which would be a contradiction. 
So we are left with the situation that there is a polynomial f(h) E Zp[ h ] 
such that ,u: N’ + N’: m + mf’*’ describes an automorphism. With the help of 
Lemma 3 we find that M then has a unique automorphism y of order 2 
leaving Q and N’ elementwise invariant and inverting N/N’ elementwise. But 
r:= ry’ 0 y 0 rY does the same, hence r = y and r commutes with 
conjugation by y. So r can be extended to an automorphism of G of order 2 
by (y”u) + y”(ur) (U E M) and G is not complete. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 4. We are now able to prove the 
following statement: 
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THEOREM 2. Let G be a solvable, complete group of odd order and chief 
series length 4. Then G = HN, H n N = 1, N 4 G, where N is a p-group and 
H a group of order q for different primes p and q. 
Proof Let G have a chief series G DA D B D C D 1. We eliminate 
successively possibilities for the structure of G. 
(a) If G is nilpotent, Z(G) # 1 and G is not complete. 
(b) If(lG/CI,ICI)= 1, C can be complemented in G and by Lemma 1 
G is not complete. 
(c) If (IG/BI,JB/CI)= l=(IB/Cl,IC~), we get: B=KC, KnC= 1 
and a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem l/b) shows: G is not 
complete. 
(d) If B is an r-group for some prime r and r,/lA/B 1, Lemma 4 says 
that G is not complete. 
(e) If C and G/A are r-groups and A/C is a p-group for different 
primes p and r, let P E Syl,(G). By the Frattini argument G = N,(P) C. 
Define T : = NG(P) n C. Then T 4 G and hence either T = 1 or T = C. 
- If T = 1: C has a complement in G and by Lemma 1 G is not com- 
plete. 
- If T = C we get C < C,(P). Let R E Syl,(G). C < R and hence 
C n Z(R) # 1. Thus Z(G) # 1 and G is not complete. 
(f) If C and A/B are p-groups, G/A and B/C r-groups for two different 
primes p and r, we get: B = KC, K n C = 1, K E Syl,(B) = Syl,(A). 
A=N,(K)C.LetS:=N,(K)nC.ThenSaGandhenceS=CorS=l. 
- If S = 1: G = N,(K) C and N,(K) n C = 1: G is not complete by 
Lemma 1. 
- IfS=C:KaBandB=K@C.KandCarebothabelianandKisa 
minimal normal subgroup of G. According to (e) G is not complete. 
Therefore G must have the structure indicated in the theorem. This completes 
the proof. 
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